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Abstract 
 
Serially interconnected split ring resonator-based invisible cloak analysis is 

presented.  The cloak unit cell consists of a network of split ring resonators 

which are interconnected and operating at 3.03 GHz frequency band.  The 

split ring resonator-based clocking  is responsible for reduction in the total 

cross section scattering of the specified object. The split ring along with 

transmission line is wrapped around a cylinder which is treated as  cloaked 

object. Electromagnetic waves couple with the cloak and energy gets 

transferred around the cylinder and transmitted on the other side of 

incidence. SCS is analyzed for model which is proposed in two cases and 

presented the cloaking effect at resonance. 
 

Keywords:  Cloak, Cloaking, Metamaterials, Split ring resonators, 

Transmission Line. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cloaking attracted many researchers. Scientists around the world 

were working on this due to their attractive electromagnetic behaviour. Aim 

of this work is to model a cloak in which interconnected split ring resonators 

can replace the  classical interconnected patches. which in terms can lead 

higher cloaking ability and miniaturization of the reacting patch. This work 

speaks about the replacement of microstrip patch antennas network-based 

cloak by split ring resonators network-based cloak. The microstrip patches 

are replaced with split ring resonators. The patch itself acts as a 

metamaterial in cloaks proposed, when placed in between the 

interconnections is the main motive to take up this case. The split ring 

resonator-based cloak has achieved desirable cloaking effects at  3.03GHz. 

The cloak is wrapped around a 30mm radius  copper cylinder with smaller 

alterations the networks can be connected when wrapped around. At 

3.03GHz  a quite desirable cloaking occurs. 

 

                     2. Literature Survey 
 

The cloaking can be achieved in many ways in which few are 

transmission lines, mantle cloaks, transformation optics and surface wave 

cloaks. Techniques being implemented to achieve invisibility towards 

electromagnetic waves. Cloaking will be used to  reduce interference in 

medical detections like non- invasive detections with invisible sensors. The 

cloaks have limitations like narrow band operation, single band operation 

etc[1-4]. In these techniques the surface wave cloaks create ease in 

fabrication, due to placement of gradient index material as dielectric which 

acts as cloaking medium. Multiband operatable cloaks can lead to more 

flexibilities like invisibility in multiple bands, which can offer multiple 

applications. Multi-layer cloak are utiltized to gain multi band but due to 

multiple layer establishment the size of the cloak increases.[7-10] 

LC- based circuits are proposed which can act as metamaterials. It 

has limitations like narrow band operation. A microwave network-based 

concept is designed in which multiple patches are used to achieve multiple 

operational bands. In this case, cloak size is small, and the operating 

frequencies will be under control[5-6].  Patch consisting of multiple vertical 

lengths leads to multiple operational bands, vertical length of the patch 

increases as a result will alter the frequency ratio[11-13]. Many models had 

emerged in these days like helical cloak for suppressing EM Waves, 

Elliptical cloak for reducing mutual coupling, Width modulated Microstrip 

based Mantle cloak, for different shapes, dielectric materials[14-21]. 
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3. Cloak Unit Cell Design and Analysis 
 
     A split ring resonator is taken under consideration to replace the patch 

model for cloaking. The design consists of split ring resonator connected 

with transmission lines on either side of the split ring resonators. Copper is 

placed as ground at  backside of the unit cell. Rogers RO3010 material is 

employed as dielectric material and its dielectric constant is 10.2 and 

thickness (h) of 1.6mm. Fig 1(a). Represents the unit cell of the cloak, where 

it employs a Split ring Resonator. Split ring resonator is connected to a 

transmission line on either side and Fig 1(b) represents ground of the unit 

cell proposed. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Unit cell of the cloak (a) Front, (b) Back. 
 

The analysis we take up is 3 port analysis  in which the 2 ports are 

placed on either side of  unit cell and another port is transverse to the unit 

cell structure proposed. From the third port, electromagnetic waves  are 

incident on the unit cell structure, when the incidence occur the waves 

couple with the structure proposed. The Split ring resonator is adjusted with 

respect to transmission line to achieve desirable results in terms of frequency 

and to reduce reflections. At first iteration, split ring resonator is connected 

to transmission line, there were huge reflections towards  the 3
rd

 Port which 

leads to more reflections. So, in order  to reduce reflections, the split ring 

resonator is shifted by half the width of transmission line. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. 3-Port Analysis of  Unit Cell. 
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Fig. 2 represents  cloak unit cell, where three port networks can be 

observed. The boundary conditions are open boundaries in x and y 

directions, z direction contains open add space boundary condition. To 

verify whether cloak is working , it needs to satisfy few conditions which 

are[6]       ,                &           . These are the primary 

conditions needed to satisfy the cloak property[6].       , and        are 

represented as reflection and transmission coefficients of port1/port2.     is 

represented as coupling of incident waves into the patch.         represents 

coupling of waves back into space. Here, resonance is created at 3.07GHz 

with parameter values as       -39.7;     = -0.7;      -9.5;     -36.6; 

   = -36.8. After analysis, the values of        are less than     but almost 

near to it. Even though the values are near, cloaking effect occurs in this 

case too. Taking that into consideration we can assume that the values of 

       should be less than    values when compared to achieve quite 

desirable cloaking results.     value is less than -10dB which also need to be 

as high as possible at resonance.  
 

 
Fig. 3. S-Parameters of Unit Cell. 

 

Fig. 3 represents the S11 and S21 of cloak’s cell considering three port 

analysis. The results  show us about the additional conditions also which 

need to be taken under consideration while analysing 3-port model. This 

reveals that these are having limits, those are    ,     and     values should 

be lesser than    . At that frequency, the structure can be exhibiting the 

cloaking nature. obtained values does not reach to higher efficiencies of 

cloaking.  
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Table-1 dimensions of unit cell 

Parameter Value(in mm) 

L 16 

W 28.12 

Fh 1.92 

Fw 7.5 

S1 2 

S2 2.96 

Sw 13.12 

Sh 8.08 

Swi 12.28 

Shi 4.72 

Gw 0.96 

Gh 1.68 

 
 
4  Cloak Design and Analysis 

 

Fig. 4. Cylinder with Cloak. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Fabricated Model. 

 

Fig 4. represents a cylinder which is having a radius(r) of 30mm and height 

of 16mm. The cloak consists of 7-unit cells interconnected all together. The 

cloak is 1x7 sized represents 7-unit cells in a row. Cloak is wrapped around 

the cylinder and the joining edges of the lines are interconnected as much as 

possible. Fig 5. Represents the fabricated model of the proposed cloak. 

where the cloak alone is represented. The mathematical representations of 

the cloak are presented below[5]. 
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n= no of patches required to wrap around a single cylindrical layer. 

 

h=thickness. 

 

r=radius of the cylinder. 

 

     = effective dielectric constant. 

 

Fh = width of the feedline. 

 

Sw= patch length ; Fw= feedline length. 

                        

        The verify whether the cloaking occurs or not, can be justified by these 

three  steps[6]: 

 

 An infinite long cylinder  with or without cloak with similar setup like 

boundary conditions and background should be simulated to achieve 

transmission and reflection of the cylinder with and without cloak. we can 

check whether the cloaking occurs or not w.r.t frequencies. 

 Through animated fields which includes magnitude and phase with 

respect to the frequencies achieved in the above step. 

 Through  Scattering patterns, scattering cross section, Bistatic scattering 

widths of cylinder with and without cloak. 

CST is used as simulator, using TD solver along with these background and 

boundary conditions[6]. During the analysis of the proposed model in 

simulator, 2 Ports are situated with 200mm distance from cylinder  center on 

either side of x- axis. In y-axis open boundaries are given with 50mm 

distance on either side and in z-axis pec boundary conditions are considered. 

Cuboid shaped box  is formed using conditions from Table 2, where it acts 

like Boundary box.  
 

Table-2 Background and Boundary conditions 
 

Axis Boundary condition Background(in mm) 

X Open 200 

Y Open 50 

Z PEC 0 
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Fig. 6. Transmission and Reflections plot for Cylinder without Cloak. 

 

Fig. 6. Represents the transmission and reflection of cylinder without cloak. 

we can see that there is very less gap between the two curves(Red-reflection 

& blue-transmission) and at 3.03GHz Cloaking does not occur. Fig. 7. 

Represents the simulated results of cloak in terms of transmission/reflection 

plot vs frequency, cloaking  effect takes place where there is a huge gap 

between Transmission and reflection curves. A huge gap is observed at 

3.03GHz  which leads to completion of first step for cloaking justification. 

 
Fig. 7. Transmission and Reflections plot for Cylinder with Cloak. 

 

When it comes to cylinder with cloak, we can see a huge gap between 

the curves representing transmission and reflection at 3.03GHz cloaking 

effects can be achieved. There are few other frequencies at which cloaking 

may appear but not quite desirable. Fig. 8. when we observe a bare cylinder 

in the fields, the fields get diverted to other directions and causes huge 

reflections. The changes in the distributions are clearly visible in those plots. 

How the fields are being manipulated when the cylinder is with cloak, the 

fields are interacting with the cloak and being transferred clearly with lesser 

deviations. When we see the cylinder without the cloak there are many 

deviations observed. From fig. 8(a) the cloaking effect can be clearly visible. 
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 8. E-Field Distribution of cylinder at 3.03GHz (a) with cloak (b)without cloak  

 

 
(a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 9. Power flow plot for Cylinder at 3.03GHz (a)with Cloak, (b)without cloak. 

 

Fig. 9. The cylinder without cloak clearly shows no cloaking effect is taking 

place  as power is not being transferred from incidence to shadow region. In 

cloak presence the power is getting transferred from the incidence to the 

shadow region and when we observe the circumference of the cylinder the 

transfer nature can be observed clearly. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. Surface current distribution plot for Cylinder at 3.03GHz (a)with Cloak, 

(b)without cloak. 
 

Fig. 10. Represents Surface current distributions on a cylinder with and with 

out cloak. When Cylinder is in disguise using the Cloak, the currents are 

being transferred from one ring to the another to reach the other end of 

incidence, so the energy is being transferred and not reflected. In case of 

bare cylinder, the currents are over the surface and not being transferred as 

required. 
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Fig. 11. Power Flow for Cylinder at 3.03GHz  without cloak 

 

 

(a)                                                                                (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig. 12. Power Flow for Cylinder at 3.03GHz  with cloak at different instants. 

 

Fig. 11. By observation, the power flow from incidence to the shadowed 

region does not occur. The cloaking does not take place around  the cloaking 

object. Fig. 12. Represents power flow around the cylinder when cloak is 

present, the power transfers from port 1 to port 2, due to the  presence of 

cylinder with cloak the power is being transferred from the incidence region 

to the shadowed region. When we observe the fig. 12(b)&12(c), the power is 

getting coupled on to the structures and being transferred to the shadowed 

region at the operating frequency. 
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(a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 13. Parametric analysis of           for Swi and Shi. 

 

Fig. 14.           for cloak. 

Fig. 13 illustartes parametric analysis of the cylinder along with alteration in 

Swi and Shi of unit cell in terms of          .While observing the Swi 

changes (12,12.28,12.5) for quite change in the value, leads to lower SCS 

value with a higher change in frequency. The values of SCS slightly alter in 

parametric analysis. On the other hand, the changes in Shi (4.5,4.72,5) leads 

to minor changes in frequency but the values at that frequency gets reduced 

comparatively with the main proposed design. The frequency variations are 

small and variations in SCS are higher in this case. Fig. 14. represents 

          of the cylinder with and with out cloak. In cloak absence case, the 

value is set to one. In cloak presence, the value of the SCS alters and 

achieves lower SCS at 3.03GHz. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Interconnected Split ring resonator-based cloak is proposed in this work. 

Main aim was to replace the classical patches by split ring resonators to 

achieve cloaking. These structures are implemented and demonstrated 

through simulations like s-parameters. Unit cells are implemented using 

three port analysis. By adding up unit cells, cloak is formed and wrapped 

around the cylinder and results are demonstrated using transmission and 

reflection,e-field distribution, Surface current distribution & power flow 

distribution. The cloak operates at 3.03GHz with quite desirable cloaking  
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effects. These can be used for electromagnetic cloaking and to reduce 

interference etc. 
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